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Zuan Soro
The founding father and his lost book

Zuan Soro, alias Giovanni Soro, was elected secretary of the CX (Council of Ten) in 1505, and
became soon a master code breaker; he is the first secretary officially named as ”Deputy of ciphers”.
In 1511 he announced his purpose to write a treatise about code breaking. 28 years after, on 29 March
1539, he delivered the book to the great chancellor Andrea di Franceschi, as one can see in the receipt
her on the top of this sheet. Below another writing dated 12 January 1545 (1546 modern style) telling
us the book had the title De Ziphris and was lent to the circ. Io. Franc.o Marino secretary and deputy
of ciphers, under the condition to give back it within a month, and do not show the book to anyone else.
Marino later returned the book, the receipt was crossed out, and no other information was found about
the book, that in 1871 was mentioned as lost by Pasini. ASVe, Consiglio di Dieci (shortly CX), Cifre,
chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b.5.2 loose sheet.

Soro or Ludouici?
Cryptanalysis of a homophonic cipher

Cover page of the Summarium Ziphrarum a 1535 booklet having pages written in a fair style, clearly
a summary of a decryption. Here it is evident the decryption of a cipher with homophones and nulls.
Soro was still in office but Ludovici was on the rise. But how could this solution be reached? Likely
examining digraphs; vowels make digraph with most letters, consonants with a few other letters. And
one can guess much trial and error work. ASVe, CX: cifre, chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b.4.5

Zuan Batta Ludouici
The pupil who surpassed his teacher

Zuanbatta Ludouici (Latin de Lodouicis), alias Giambattista Ludovici became deputy of ciphers in
1518, the second after Soro. He and later Alvise Borghi surpassed Soro, being able to decrypt not only
homophonic ciphers, but also syllables and nomenclators, in many languages. By GB Ludovici we
have only fragments bound in two booklets, dated 1569; page with tables of frequency for the French
language: on the left frequencies of single letters; on the right the first page of the tables for digraphs,
beginning with the most frequent that is E; the first row gives frequencies of digraphs ending with E, the
second for digraphs beginning with E; and so on for other letters R V T N ... ASVe, CX, Cifre, chiavi e
scontri di cifra ... b.6.2 f...

Anonymous
Soro or Borghi? Or who else?
An anonymous treatise about code breaking

Sample of pages of an anonymous booklet about the art of leuar le ziffere senza scontro using today’s
language, cryptanalysis. The author says he is not the first to write about ciphers, but, as far as he knows,
the first to write about this art. Below, two pages of this operetta, about difficult ciphers, those with
homophones and nulls.The manuscript is listed in the inventory of Z.F. Marin, as written by hand of
Marin himself in the first part, of his son Ferigo for the rest. The transcription of the work of someone
else, someone writing in the first half of the 1500’s, someone believing to be the first to write about
codecreaking, someone knowing Alberti’s De Zifris, someone having to do with homophonic ciphers
of signs. Who is the author? A first hypothesis was Soro, his lost book, fascinating but without any
evidence. Reading Borghi’s supplications to the CX, strong analogies, even identical locutions suggest
Borghi as a plausible author of this nice operetta, but one must presume he didn’t know already the secret
book of Soro, when he wrote it. An open question. ASVe, CX, Cifre, chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b.6.2 f.6

Aluise Borgi
The Polyglot

Aluise Borgi, alias Alvise Borghi. A master of codebreaking, learned it in Germany while he was secretary of the ambassador to the Emperor. He left no writings with his name except for a few supplications
to the Council of Ten, like the following, and this leaflet. A homophonic cipher decrypted in Innsbruck,
1536, March 16, only a diagram of frequencies is given. The codebreaker was almost surely Alvise
Borghi, that those years worked as a secretary of the Venetian embassy to the Holy Roman Empire. It
was mistakenly archived as a cipher key, so it is, among other cipher keys, in ASVe, CX Cifre, chiavi e
scontri di cifra ... b.3 c. 177.

An extract from the 1548 supplication to the CX where he asks for a salary increase, in a city where
everything is so expensive ... he also tells of his career first as an embassy secretary and then as a skilled
codebreaker. ASVe, CX parti secrete f7 1547-52.

Zuan Francesco Marin
the last Venetian code breaker

Zuan Francesco Marin, Gianfrancesco Marino, the last great Venetian code breaker. A booklet about
decryption of syllabaries dated 1537, March 1.
The name Joanis Frci refers surely to the one of Zuan Francesco Marin, the last great codebreaker
of Venice. On the right the dedication to Leon Battista Alberti. Bottom: A pair of pages showing some
pattern matching trials. ASVe, CX Cifre, chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b.6.1 f.1

Zuan Francesco Marin
Del modo di estrazer le ziffre

Z.F. Marin’s book, ”Del modo di estrazer le ziffre” ”About the mode to decrypt the ciphers”, a treatise
about the methods used by Marin and his predecessors. The book is rich of frequency tables of many
kinds, relative to Latin, Vulgar(Italian), French and Spanish languages. Apparently nothing really new
compared to Ludovici’s fragments. ASVe, CX: cifre, chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b. 6.2 f.2.

Zuan Francesco Marin
Pages by Marin inside Del modo di estrazer le ziffre

A couple of pages of Marin’s treatise, with frequencies of pair of letters near a given letter, starting with
A: groups like a*, *a*, *a that is as a first letter (in principio), as a letter in the middle In mezo, as the
second letter (in fin). Very useful for decrypting homophonic ciphers also. ASVe, CX: cifre, chiavi e
scontri di cifra ... b. 6.2 f.2.

Yet another anonymous De Zyphris

This anonymous booklet has a title ”De Zifris” borrowed by Alberti, but no name of the author. Could it
be Soro’s De Zifris? It looks very unlikely. ASVe, CX: cifre, chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b.7.1 f.1

Lot of Spanish ciphers decrypted

Among the archive papers Spanish decrypted messages outnumber a few French ones and the fewer
German ones. Was Spanish cryptography weak? Maybe, but one must remember that since 1535, the
duchy of Milan was under Spanish rule, and Spain plotted to size Venice too, so Spain was the nearest
menace for Venice. ASVe, CX: cifre, chiavi e scontri di cifra ... b.6.misc.

Agostino Amadi
Il Secondo Volume de le zifre

The last and best known Venetian book about cryptography is the one of Agostin Amadi, handled
to the CX in 1588, after his death, and ten years after the death of Marin. Sort of a swan song of
the Venetian cryptanalysis. It has ten parts (called volumes), here the interesting one is the second
about the art of leuar le ziffre senza scontro that is cryptanalysis. Here two pages about decrypting a
cipher with fancy signs homophones... The book is more conversational and less technical than those
of Marin and Ludovici. The role of Amadi inside the Ducal Palace and the Council of Ten is not clear,
maybe an external councilor like later Partenio. The educational style of the book, may suggest he acted
as a teacher for aspiring deputies of ciphers, but no evidence was found about this conjecture. The
treatise has been digitized and can be read on the workstations in the Venice Archive scholar room. file
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